Former Japan Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, 67, died after being fatally shot in 2022. His assassination shocked Japan and the world, and led to a series of events and reactions from governments and people around the globe. This article captures some of the reactions to Abe's death, including statements from Qatar and other countries.

Qatar recalled with pride and regret the news of the assassination of Shinzo Abe, Japan’s long-serving Prime Minister, and extended its condolences to his family and the Japanese people. Qatar and Japan have enjoyed strong bilateral relations, and the two countries have cooperated on various fronts, including security and economic issues. The death of Abe, who was widely respected in Japan and abroad, will be deeply felt in both countries.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs called Abe’s assassination a terrible tragedy and expressed its condolences to his family and the friendly Japanese people. The statement called for the arrest of the assailant and measures to ensure the safety of leaders and other people who come into contact with the public.

In the wake of Abe’s death, leaders and representatives from various countries, including Qatar, sent messages of sympathy and condolences to Japan. Among these messages, Qatar’s statement stands out for its strong words and emphasis on the need for unity and cooperation in the face of such a tragedy.

Attiyah graces flag-raising ceremony of Qatari patrol boat Sheraah in Italy

Qatar, Iran sign pact

HUNDREDS of thousands of Muslim pilgrims from around the world gathered in Mecca for the annual Hajj, the largest annual mass gathering in the world, to perform the pilgrimage. The Hajj is a sacred duty for all Muslims, and it is a significant event in Islamic history. The pilgrimage is meant to bring Muslims from around the world together to remember the past and to reflect on their own lives.

On the first day of the Hajj, pilgrims perform the Tawaf, a circuit around the Kaaba, which is the holiest site in Islam. The Tawaf is a symbol of submission to God and is performed as a way of expressing solidarity with the Prophet Muhammad and his followers.

During the Hajj, pilgrims perform a number of other rituals, including the Stoning of the Devil and the Stoning of the Devil’s Cairn. These rituals symbolize the rejection of evil and the cleansing of sins.

Pilgrims praise services provided by Qatari Hajj Mission

The Qatari Hajj Mission offers a wide range of services to pilgrims, including transportation, accommodation, and medical care. The mission is known for its high standards of service and its commitment to ensuring the safety and comfort of pilgrims.

At the end of the Hajj, pilgrims return home with a sense of fulfillment and a deeper understanding of their faith. The Hajj is a powerful reminder of the unity of the Muslim community and the importance of living a life that is consistent with the teachings of Islam.
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Qatari Forum for Authors highlights Arabic language references in Ukrainian universities

Within a new session of weekly “Writer and Book” sessions managed by Media specialist and writer Salih Ghazi, Director of Programmes at the Qatar Forum for Authors, the Qatar Forum for Authors highlighted the first Arabic book written in Russian language, which are the curricula for learners of Arabic language literature in Ukrainian universities by the Father Dr. Abdul Rahman Mahmoud Al-Mahmoud.

The guest, a writer, traveler, and University lecturer at the Department of Arts and Literature of the University of the Russian Federation, explained that the first book written in Russian language for learners of Arabic literature in Ukraine was published in 2018, where it included a study program approved by the Ministry of Education in Ukraine, and it discussed the book’s content and its adoption as a reference in study in Ukrainian universities, along with other books such as a school dictionary approved by the Ministry of Education. This book is the first of its kind that has been published in Ukraine.

In another context, the Qatar Forum for Authors launched “My First Book,” a new initiative presented by writer Emad Amin Darkoshi. The initiative aims to introduce Qatari writers and residents in Qatar, as well as highlight the conditions, stimuli, and motivations for publishing the first work, as well as discuss the content of the book and the message behind its publication, as well as the challenges and difficulties that the writer encountered, the decisions he made, and the approach he pursued after the book.


The Hygiene Department of the Daayen Municipality implemented a campaign to sterilise and remove random waste, which included 54 damaged tyres and 1,012 tonnes of other wastes in Al-Ain, Rosad Al-Hamadani, Al-Shoeib Area.

The municipality continues to provide its services in all its areas with a high level of quality and efficiency, according to its plans and programmes.

Dr. Abdul Rahman discussed the book’s content, major symbols, and translation into Russian, as well as the approach he pursued after this book.

HMC warns against bariatric surgery at unreliable medical centres abroad

**HMC Warns Against Bariatric Surgery at Unreliable Medical Centres Abroad**

HAMD Medical Corporation (HMC) has warned against undergoing bariatric surgeries at unreliable medical centres abroad, as such surgeries have been implicated previously in the deaths of several patients overseas and the treatment usually includes oesophageal bypass, gastric bypass, or Roux-en-Y gastric bypass procedures performed in unsafe medical facilities.

Experts warned that several patients who had surgery abroad were recently admitted for follow-up at HMC. They reported that the procedures were complications due to surgical errors, meaning that the patient and their families could have been better served if they had undergone surgery in safe medical environments.

HMC’s Department of Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery, led by Dr. Abdulrahman bin Salem Al-Arfaith, confirmed that patients had undergone surgery abroad to avoid seeking care at an unreliable medical centre and treatment for those patients who had experienced medical complications abroad and the treatment usually includes oesophageal bypass, gastric bypass, or Roux-en-Y gastric bypass procedures performed in unsafe medical facilities.

The medical team at HMC immediately provided emergency care and treatment for those patients who had undergone surgery abroad and the treatment usually includes oesophageal bypass, gastric bypass, or Roux-en-Y gastric bypass procedures performed in unsafe medical facilities.

Dr. Abdulrahman bin Salem Al-Arfaith explained that patients who had undergone surgery abroad were referred to HMC’s Department of Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery for follow-up and treatment. He added that the team is currently assessing the condition of the patients and determining the best course of action for their treatment.

He emphasized that HMC has a team of highly qualified and experienced surgeons and medical professionals who are dedicated to providing the best possible care for patients who undergo bariatric surgery. He further added that patients should research and choose a reputable medical centre before undergoing surgery abroad.

HMC recommends that patients who have had bariatric surgery abroad seek medical treatment at a reputable medical centre. They also advise patients to conduct thorough research and choose a medical centre that is accredited by relevant bodies and has a high success rate in bariatric surgery procedures.

HMC assures patients that it will provide the best possible care and treatment for those patients who have undergone surgery abroad and are experiencing complications. The team is committed to ensuring that patients receive the best possible care and treatment, and they will continue to monitor their progress and provide the necessary support and care.

Qatar National Library to launch mobile ‘Cultural Salon’ with writers and authors

The event will provide a platform to discuss contemporary issues with educated elites in Qatar, the region and the world.

**Qatar National Library to Launch Mobile ‘Cultural Salon’ with Writers and Authors**

The Qatar National Library (QNL) has announced a plan to launch a mobile ‘Cultural Salon’ this year as part of its aim to build a national library that serves all Qataris. The announcement was made by HE Dr. Hamad bin Abdulaziz Al-Kawari, Dr. Abdulrahman bin Salem Al-Arfaith, and Dr. Monzer Badia.

Dr. Monzer Badia, Head of the Bariatric Surgery Department at Hamad Medical Corporation, explained that QNL has recently received a number of referrals from patients who underwent bariatric surgery abroad and are experiencing complications. He emphasized that QNL’s team is committed to providing the best possible care and treatment for these patients.

In addition, Dr. Abdulrahman bin Salem Al-Arfaith, the head of the Department of Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery, stated that QNL is committed to providing the best possible care and treatment for patients who have undergone surgery abroad and are experiencing complications.

He added that QNL’s team is dedicated to ensuring that patients receive the best possible care and treatment, and they will continue to monitor their progress and provide the necessary support and care.

Finally, Dr. Monzer Badia concluded by emphasizing the importance of choosing a reputable medical centre for bariatric surgery and the need for patients to conduct thorough research before undergoing surgery abroad.

QoS’s GP programme improves high school to college preparation

**QoS’s GP Programme Improves High School to College Preparation**

QoS, a leading educational institution in Qatar, has announced that its General Preparation (GP) programme has improved the high school to college preparation of its students.

The GP programme is designed to prepare students for college admissions in the United States, the United Kingdom, and other countries. The programme provides students with the necessary knowledge and skills to successfully transition from high school to college.

QoS offers a comprehensive curriculum that includes English, mathematics, science, social studies, and other subjects required for college success.

The college enrolment process can be a challenging experience for students. QoS’s General Preparation (GP) programme offers students a supportive environment to navigate this process and prepares them for success in college.

The programme offers a range of courses and resources to help students excel in college. These include small class sizes, dedicated instructors, and access to academic guidance.

QoS’s General Preparation (GP) programme provides a structured and supportive learning environment that helps students transition successfully from high school to college.

The programme also offers a variety of resources to support students in their journey to college success. These resources include online learning resources, academic support, and career counseling.

QoS’s General Preparation (GP) programme is designed to prepare students for success in college. The programme provides students with the necessary knowledge and skills to successfully transition from high school to college.

QoS is committed to providing students with the best possible preparation for college success. The General Preparation (GP) programme offers students the support they need to thrive in college and achieve their academic goals.
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Former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe was shot dead outside a campaign event in Nara on Friday, July 8, 2022, as the former prime minister lay on the ground after being shot while attending a campaign event at Yamato Saidaiji

A still image taken from video shows former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe in the city of Nara on Friday. REUTERS

A still image taken from video shows the moment former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe was shot dead outside a campaign event in Nara on Friday. Reuters

A still image taken from video shows former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe falling to the ground. Reuters

A still image taken from video shows former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe laying on the ground after being shot while attending a campaign event in Nara on Friday. Reuters

A still image taken from video shows former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe being shot dead as he campaigned in Nara for upper house elections on Friday. REUTERS

The accused allegedly fired two shots at Abe from behind, using a homemade firearm

Former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe (centre) at the ground after being shot while attending a campaign event at Yamato Saidaiji in the city of Nara on Friday. REUTERS

Former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe (centre) at the ground after being shot while attending a campaign event at Yamato Saidaiji in the city of Nara on Friday. REUTERS

A video grab shows former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe (centre) attending an election campaign in Nara, while a man (second right-hand side) suspected of shooting Abe shortly after stands in the background. REUTERS

A view grab shows former Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe (centre) in the ground at police at Yamato Saidaiji Station in the city of Nara on Friday. AFP
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Johnson rejects calls to let caretaker prime minister take charge in London

World

Amos Adamu

Abbas meets Israeli min ahead of Biden visit

TEL AVIV (Israel Defense Minister Benny Gantz met with Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas in the West Bank city of Ramallah on Thursday, the day after US President Joe Biden arrived in the region for a trip.

Abbas told the Israeli minister that the United States had been successful in the “practical and political” aspects of “benefiting” the Palestinian leadership over the past few weeks. The Israeli minister added that the Biden visit would be the “start” of a substantial warming up of ties between the two sides.

The talks were described as “positive” and marked by constructive discussions ahead of activities that could eventually lead to a resumption of the “peace process.”

India: Cloudburst kills 10 near Idukki

10 died!

About 10 at least 10 people were killed when a mudslide covered a village in the Idukki district of the southern Indian state of Kerala.

The cause of the landslide is not yet known, but it is believed to be due to heavy rain and flooding in the area over the past few days.

The government has sent rescue teams and medical help to the affected area and is investigating the cause of the incident.

On the other hand, a number of activities have been planned in the area to commemorate the victims.

Hundreds of firefighters battle forest fire in France

Several hundred firefighters are battling to control a forest fire in the southeastern part of France that has been raging since Thursday.

The fire, which started in the Vaucluse region, has already destroyed over 1,000 hectares of woodland and is expected to continue for several days.

The French government has declared a state of emergency in the area, and residents have been advised to stay indoors and avoid going outside.

Muslim pilgrims pray at Mount Arakal as Hajj reaches apex

Islamabad's Haji pilgrims gather atop Mount Arakal, also known as Jannat-ul-Maimoona, on the 10th day of the Hajj pilgrimage, on Friday.

Pakistan

A new leader.

Former Angolan President José Eduardo dos Santos has resigned after a lengthy period of pressure from the Angolan opposition.

Dos Santos’s resignation comes after a series of political changes in Angola in recent months, including the removal of the country’s former president, Jose Eduardo dos Santos, in February.

The announcement was made just days after the Angolan opposition leader, Jose Eduardo dos Santos, was arrested on charges of corruption.

The development is a significant blow to the Angolan government, which has been under pressure to bring about political change in the country.

English

A Muslim pilgrim offers prayers at the grave of Prophet Muhammad, the holy city of Mecca, during the climax of the Hajj pilgrimage, on Friday.

The pilgrimage, which is the world’s largest annual religious gathering, is held in Mecca and is attended by millions of Muslims from around the world.

The event is considered one of the Five Pillars of Islam, and millions of pilgrims from across the globe make the pilgrimage every year.

The pilgrimage is a religious obligation for all Muslims who are physically and financially able to make the journey.

The pilgrimage is a time of reflection and spiritual renewal, and it is a time for Muslims to come together and celebrate their faith.

Three community kitchens were opened in the village of Amarnath in the southern state of Jammu and Kashmir on Friday.

The kitchens were opened by the People’s Democratic Party (PDP) in collaboration with the government of Jammu and Kashmir.

The kitchens were set up to provide food to the people affected by the recent floods that hit the region.

The PDP said that the kitchens were opened to provide relief to the people who were affected by the floods.
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Three community kitchens were opened in the village of Amarnath in the southern state of Jammu and Kashmir on Friday.

The kitchens were opened by the People’s Democratic Party (PDP) in collaboration with the government of Jammu and Kashmir.
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QNB net profit rises 15% to QR7.8 bn in H1 2022

Good growth in loans helps total assets of the bank rise 6% to reach QR1.214 bn as on June 30, 2022

QNB’s strong asset and liability management capabilities resulted in the loans to deposits ratio reaching 84.4 percent as on June 30, 2022. The ratio of non-performing loans to total assets was 0.2 percent, which reflects the Group’s strong risk management strategy of covering potential loan losses. This helped the Group to increase its coverage ratio to 125 percent, which is one of the highest among financial institutions in the MIA region.

FINANCIALS

The Group’s total equity amounted to QR5.9 billion ($1.6 billion) as on June 30, 2022, one of the highest amongst financial institutions in the MIA region, reflecting the high quality of the Group’s loan book and the effective management of credit risk.

Net Profit after the impact that there is a shortage in li- mited by variation, while the industrial sector, especially Industry sector, was affected by this increase customer deposits by about 3 percent to reach QR86 billion ($23 billion).

Diversified customer de- mand growth, mainly driven by good growth in loans and advances by about 3 percent to reach QR66 billion ($17.1 billion).

Portfolio manager of the Plumb Group’s Turkey operations $218 billion) from June 30, 2021, to QR268,000 jobs, according to a Reu-

The Dow Jones Industrial Average was down 56.69 points, or 0.24 percent, at 31,315.86, the S&P 500 was down 16.45 points, or 0.47 percent, at 3,844.71 points, and the Nasdaq Composite was down 67.73 points, or 0.57 percent, at 12,250.39 points.

The S&P index recorded one of the lowest eight new highs and 11 new lows. Declining issues outnumbered advancing issues for a 2.13-to-1 ratio on the NYSE and a 1.52-to-1 ratio on the Nasdaq.

Twitter Inc. fell 4.6 percent after the company’s second-quarter results beat beat estimates, helped by strong demand for its premium service. The social media company reported earnings per share of $0.28, which were lower than the estimates of $0.30. However, Twitter’s total revenue was higher than the estimates of $1.28 billion. The company’s total revenue was $1.3 billion.
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US job growth strong in June despite darkening outlook

The US job market strengthened in June, defying expectations for a downturn, with the unemployment rate remaining steady at 3.6% and the number of jobs rising to a new all-time high.

The Labor Department reported that nonfarm payrolls increased by 528,000 in June, topping expectations. The unemployment rate was unchanged at 3.6% for a second month in a row.

Economists had forecast 390,000 new jobs and a 3.5% jobless rate. The unemployment rate includes a 150,000 decrease in involuntary part-time workers.

Inflation, wages and other data on the US economy were also encouraging. Average hourly earnings increased 0.3% in June, and annual wage growth remained steady.

The strong job numbers and rising wages are lifting consumer confidence, which could boost spending in the economy. The Federal Reserve is expected to raise interest rates again this week, but the job market remains strong.

Economists predict that further strong job growth will support the economy as it recovers from the pandemic. The US unemployment rate has fallen to its lowest level since the pandemic began.

Despite the strong job numbers, concerns remain about inflation and the Federal Reserve’s plans to raise interest rates. The central bank is expected to raise rates by a total of 250 basis points this year to combat rising prices.

However, the job market remains strong, and the unemployment rate has fallen to 3.6% for a second month in a row. The strong job market is a positive sign for the economy as it recovers from the pandemic.
FIFA fraud at Swiss trial
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VENICE (ITALY) — Harry Styles is a dreamboat and Mendy is the most fashionable defender, according to Swedes Anna Sjödin and Jovan Koko.

The Swedish duo are among the hundreds of fans who have flocked to Italy this week to support their nation's women’s national team.

Sjödin, 24, and Koko, 22, are part of a group of 200 Swedes who have followed the Swedish national team to the European Championship final in Italy.

“I think he’s a dreamboat,” Sjödin said of Styles, who made a surprise visit to the Swedish team’s hotel ahead of the Euro 2022 final.

“Harry has a certain charm that makes him popular with fans around the world,” Koko added.

The Swedish fans, who arrived in Venice on Saturday, are set to watch the final against England on Sunday.

“We’re really excited about the game,” Sjödin said. “It’s a huge moment for us and we can’t wait to see our team start the final.

“We’ve been following the game closely and we’re really impressed with how they’ve played so far.”

The Swedish team, who are ranked 11th in the world, are looking to win their first major tournament since 1995.

“I think we have a good chance,” Sjödin said. “We’ve been playing well in the tournament and we’re confident we can cause an upset.”

The Swedish fans, who are young, stylish and fashionable, have adopted a coastal lifestyle in Venice, often seen strolling along the Grand Canal or visiting the city’s historic landmarks.

They have also been known to dress in bright colors and patterns, including floral prints and off-the-shoulder tops.

“I think this is the perfect place to support our team,” Koko said. “It’s a beautiful city and we’re having a great time.”

The Swedish fans, who are spread across the city, are set to watch the final on Sunday morning.

“Hopefully we’ll be able to celebrate a win and bring the trophy home,” Sjödin said.

“The pressure is on us, but we’re confident we can do it.”

The Swedish team will take on England in the final at Wembley Stadium on Sunday, with a place in the quarter-finals on the line.

“We’re really looking forward to the game,” Koko said. “It’s going to be a huge moment for us.”

The Swedish fans have also been known to show their support for other sports teams, including football and basketball.

“I think it’s great to see so many people from different backgrounds supporting our team,” Sjödin said.

“Football is a universal language and it’s a great way to bring people together.”

The Swedish fans, who are passionate and dedicated, are set to watch the final with great excitement.

“I think it’s going to be a wild ride,” Koko said. “It’s going to be a special moment for sure.”

The Swedish team is looking to win its first major tournament in 27 years.

“I think we have a good chance,” Sjödin said. “We’ve been playing well in the tournament and we’re confident we can cause an upset.”
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WALKING FOOTBALL FAREWELL FOR GUINEA’S AMBASSADOR

QNA

President of the Walking Football Federation for Asia, Africa and Qatar Fatour Ali Al Shehhi hosted a Walking Football event in honour of the outgoing Guinea’s Ambassador HE Lansine Ani Toure at Al Jazeera Academy recently. Cuban Dougie Welch, the President of the Walking Football Federation for Asia, Africa and Qatar Fatour Ali Al Shehhi hosted a Walking Football event in honour of the outgoing Guinea’s Ambassador HE Lansine Ani Toure at Al Jazeera Academy recently. Cuban

QATAR cinemas are showing a variety of global movies this week, with screenings in various theatres across the world, ranging from action and suspense, to family and comedy. The film ‘Hitman’s Wife’s Bodyguard’ revolves around a self-made middle-class young man who goes through a life full of miscast situations and paradoxes, where he finds himself between two girls, the first whom he intended to marry, and the second his lifelong friend. Both girls have their own agendas and situations in life, and he is confused about his life choices.

‘The Smurfs – Live on Stage’ is based on the beloved Smurf characters that first appeared in a comic strip in 1958. The show is directed by Tamer Tourneux. The Centre Court is also hosting the international Smurfs the Lost Village tour at the Lusail Multi-purpose Hall. The special Eid activations include special Eid shows for children. The show timing on Thursday, July 28 will be at 13:00, and on Friday, July 29 at 13:00 and 17:00 and on Saturday, July 30 will be two shows at 13:00 and 17:00.

‘The Last Word’ is a tale of magical adventure. The show timing on Thursday, July 28 will be at 13:00. There will be two shows on Friday, July 29 at 13:00 and 17:00 on Saturday, July 30.

‘Magic Lamp – Cirque Show’ is a winning show, ‘Aladdin and the Magic Lamp – Cirque Show’ (July 28-30) will capture the whole family. There will be two shows on Thursday, July 21 at 15:00, two shows on Friday, July 22 at 13:00 and 19:00. There will be two shows on Saturday, July 23 at 13:00 and 17:00.

‘The Smurfs – Live on Stage’ (July 20-25), which is hotly called ‘Around the World in 80 Days’, is the story of a musician named Phileas Fogg, who sets off on a wild adventure, which he finds himself in the world within 80 days after facing a challenge by a greedy frog, starting Dumasse Fotty, in the adventure, trying to offer additional attractions and promotions curated by DFC’s shopping and dining outlets exclusively for the occasion.

Visitors are invited to enjoy exclusive offers across the Eid and Summer season from IFC Heartlands-Qatar, American Eagle Outfitters, Hugg, Maghreb Theatre and the recently opened Fifty One East Walks & Jewellery is offering cently opened Fifty One East Maghrabi Optical and the returning Eagle Outfitters, Hugo, ACE Hardware Claire’s, American Eid collections and promotions from the mall’s broad array of leading brands across fashion, accessories and homeware, as well as a rich variety of dining options to enjoy with friends and family during Eid. In addition to our popular ongoing Summer Festival promotions, we are delighted to offer additional attractions and activities to make Eid Al-Adha at Doha Festival City an engaging enjoyable occasion for all the visitors,” Robert concluded.

The mall will be hosting special Eid shows for children and adults including a parade of decorated stall vendors and various shows delivered during the ongoing DFC Summer Festival programme, we are delighted to offer additional attractions and activities to make Eid Al-Adha at Doha Festival City an engaging enjoyable occasion for all the visitors,” Robert concluded.

The mall will be hosting special Eid shows for children and adults including a parade of decorated stall vendors and various shows delivered during the ongoing DFC Summer Festival programme. The Centre Court will also host entertainment activities for all – especially football fans – such as seated football, a football header challenges football, football shooting, a quiz, photo booth and VR games.

For more information on the events running in Qatar throughout July can visit Qatarcalendar.com or follow Qatarcalendar on Facebook and Instagram.